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Abstract 
It is demonstrated for two cases of apparently ideal, ideally polarizable  electrochemical interfaces 
that charging-discharging following potential changes is not instantaneous hence the double layer 
is not (solely) of electrostatic nature – as assumed in „classical” double layer theories. That is, 
physico-chemical interactions must also be considered to account for the slow double layer 
rearrangement processes.  
 
1. Introduction 
In general, the electrochemical double layer, in the absence of Faradaic reactions, is capacitive – at 
least, according to the textbooks and common electrochemical knowledge. The term “capacitive” 
implies two properties: ability of charge storage and inverse proportionality of the impedance, Z, 
on angular frequency, ω. In what follows, the latter property will be in the focus.  
Disregarding the rare, exceptional cases, even in the complete absence of Faradaic reactions the 
interfacial impedance deviates from the inverse proportionality on frequency. Such an electric 
element is often approximated by a constant-phase element (CPE), which is defined through its 
admittance  )i()( Y  where i is the imaginary unit, σ>0 and 0≤α≤1 are the CPE coefficient 
and exponent, respectively. Accordingly, the capacitance defined as )i/()()(  YC  , is also a 
power-law function of frequency. However, we do not use this approximation for the frequency 
dependence of the interfacial capacitance, or in other words, for the “capacitance dispersion”. The 
subject of this paper are the reasons why we get )(C  rather than a frequency independent C.  
In general, the frequency dependence can be attributed (a) either solely to the double layer or (b) 
to a coupling of the solution resistance and the ideal, frequency-independent interfacial 
capacitance. Obviously, both effects can appear simultaneously, yielding very complicated )(C  
dependence. Case (b) is a result of a purely physical effect associated with the geometry of the cell 
or of the working electrode: current density is not uniform along the electrode surface and the 
"effective electrolyte resistance" varies along the surface. There are two important archetypes of 
the “case (b)” models. First, those of porous electrodes are usually based on de Levie’s finite 
transmission line model [1]; for a modern, comprehensive version see [2]. Second, the embedded 
disk electrode (often used in as a rotating disk) exhibit edge effects, i.e. the local current density at 
the rim of the disk is higher than at the center. The related theories predict capacitance dispersion 
at high frequencies [3,4]. The present author has also developed “case (b)” theories on capacitive 
electrodes of fractal geometry [5,6,7]; however, he finished that theoretical work with a final 
conclusion: for microscopically rough electrodes the observed )(C capacitance dispersion is not 
due to the coupling of solution resistance with the interfacial capacitance. Instead, it is an inherent 
property of the double layer [8]. That is, for rough electrodes case (a) prevails. 
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For case (a) two sub-cases can be distinguished: First, when the surface is energetically 
homogeneous (like for single crystal surfaces) and second, when energetic inhomogeneities of the 
surface exist, e.g. due to atomic scale roughness. If there are other-than-electrostatic processes 
(like adsorption) involved in double layer charging, then energetic inhomogeneities lead to a 
certain activation energy distribution which in turn causes a time constant distribution of that 
charging process. This is why by decreasing atomic scale roughness the extent of capacitance 
dispersion can be decreased [9]. However, capacitance dispersion may appear also when the 
surface is energetically homogeneous. This is the subject of the present paper: we demonstrate 
this effect with capacitance spectra measured on single crystal electrodes in aqueous and also in 
ionic liquid electrolytes. 
 
2. Methods: impedance spectroscopy and calculations of capacitances 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) has an abundant literature, hence the basics of this 
technique is skipped; a couple of less-emphasized features is mentioned as follows: 
1. Impedance and derived quantities consist of a magnitude and a phase angle; this is why they can 
be handled in terms of complex calculus, as it was recognized by Kennelly [10], and can be plotted 
on the complex plane to yield Argand-diagrams. These are named as Nyquist-diagrams in the 
context of impedances. The frequency dependence of the impedance spectra is better seen if the 
Bode representation is used. Note that this representation is also a plot of a complex quantity 
because  iZiZZ  )log())exp(log()log( absabs , i.e. the logarithm of the magnitude and the 
phase angle are the real and imaginary components of )log(Z , respectively.  
The Nyquist and Bode plots are the „natural” representations of the impedance spectra and its 
derivatives. This is why the use of other than these plots (like )log(.))log(Re( vsZ , 
))log(Re(.))log(Im( ZvsZ  etc) are to be avoided. In the similar vein, it is a bad practice to use real 
and imaginary axes with non-equal units, yielding anisotropy of the complex plane. 
2. The „as measured”, or the pre-processed data often comprise contributions bearing no 
relevance to the phenomenon studied. After their removal it is worth to use a representation 
which shows the essence and contains little if any of the incidental factors. This is why in double 
layer studies the use of the interfacial capacitance, )(C  is preferred to the measured impedance 
spectrum, )(Z . The latter is transformed to )(C  spectrum using the 
 ))((/1)/()( sint RZiiYC    equation, where the subscript int refers to the interface and 
)(s  ZR . 
Such a representation has two advantages: First, it refers solely to the interface rather than both 
the interface and the electrolyte bulk. Second, the impedance (and also admittance) of an almost 
purely capacitive interface considerably depends on frequency; it is difficult to visualize a spectrum 
taken in a broad range of frequency as a complex plane plot. Points of a capacitance spectrum 
appear on a complex plane plot much more evenly, than those of impedance spectra.  
3. The information obtained from EIS is always a potential derivative of a structural or a kinetic 
parameter (we get differential capacitances and resistances which are dEd /  potential derivatives 
of surface charge and of charge transfer rates, respectively). For the determination of these latter 
quantities other considerations or quantities are needed. For example, for the determination of 
surface charge an integration constant is required. 
4. Analysis of a measured )(Z  spectra is usually carried out with a comparison with the network 
function of an appropriate equivalent circuit. This is a straightforward method if the topology of 
the circuit corresponds to connection scheme of the processes. There are, however, cases when 
one cannot find an equivalent circuit comprising of a few lumped elements only, whose topology 
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of could be related to the system studied. In this case the ingenious method of Stoynov and 
coworkers [11,12] may help: their “structural” or “differential” analysis of impedances may reveal 
characteristic time constants or time constant distributions. 
5. The definition of impedance implies that the system is in equilibrium or at least in a steady state. 
Slowly changing systems can also be characterized by impedance spectroscopy; in these cases the 
low frequency limit of the spectra should be determined by the Kramers-Kronig transform [13,14] 
or similar tests [15,16]; all points below this limit frequency should be discarded. There exists a 
simple method, elaborated by Stoynov [17] to correct for the system’s drift: Consider a number of 
subsequent spectra measured with the same set of frequencies, on a slowly changing system. The 
moment of the measurement is recorded together with the spectrum data points (frequency, 
Re(Z), Im(Z)) for each points. Afterwards, for the impedance points of identical frequencies, k  
frequency one fits an appropriate smooth curve (typically a spline) to yield the ),( k tZ  function. 
Having ),( k tZ  , one can calculate the )( kZ data points for any moment. This way the spectra 
can be corrected as if all points of one spectrum would have been measured in the same moment. 
Using such a procedure of interpolation (or extrapolation), the rates of slow processes could be 
evaluated [18,19]. 
6. It is very important to ensure homogeneous current density distribution along the electrode 
surface. Nowadays EIS setups are commercially available with fairly high upper frequency limit. 
With these, it is tempting to measure, analyze and present impedance spectra also in the 
frequency range even higher than 10-100 kHz. Unfortunately in this frequency range various 
artefacts appear due to inhomogeneous current density distributions; these are more pronounced 
when the electrolyte conductivity is low. As a thumb’s rule we suggest the use of cells where all the 
current streamlines are uniform everywhere (this condition is fulfilled with thin layer cells where 
the counter and working electrodes are parallel to each other). In general, the reference electrode 
junction point – e.g. the “Luggin capillary tip”– should be located at a position where the current 
streamlines are not bending (an example for inappropriate location is when the reference 
electrode sensing point is just at the edge of an embedded disk electrode). Because of cleanliness 
point of view it is often advisable to keep the reference electrode in a separate compartment – 
then the use of a capacitively coupled auxiliary reference electrode placed close to the reference 
compartment’s junction point is suggested [20]. 
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3. Double layer capacitance in aqueous solutions 
Many of the double layer studies have been carried out in aqueous electrolytes with Hg; on its 
smooth, energetically homogeneous surface the double layer is indeed capacitive. In contrast, on 
solid electrodes, even on noble metals, the appearance of a capacitive interface is an exception 
rather than a rule. For example, on Au(111), in perchloric acid solution, at potentials at which 
neither hydrogen evolution nor hydroxide adsorption proceeds, the interface is almost ideally 
capacitive. As it is demonstrated with Fig. 2 of Ref. [21], were the interfacial impedance 
approximated by a single CPE in four orders of magnitude of frequency, then its exponent would 
be very close to the unity (>0.99). If this interface is regarded to be ideally capacitive, then its 
specific capacitance is around 20 μF/cm2. This value is generally accepted as that of an electrostatic 
double layer, i.e. of the Stern-layer.  
Whenever adsorption of anions is possible, then the frequency dependence is much more 
pronounced. Two cases are to be clearly distinguished:  
(a) Double layer charging and adsorption are independent of each other. This is the case when we 
have some adsorbing species of minority concentration in a base electrolyte. Then, the double 
layer capacitance and the impedance of adsorption are parallel to each other and can be clearly 
separated – the latter term is a usual adsorption impedance comprising of resistive, diffusional and 
capacitive elements. This case can be adequately analyzed by the theory of adsorption impedance 
whose two roots are the papers of Dolin and Ershler [22] and of Frumkin and Melik-Gaykazyan 
[23]. These two theories were compiled to one in Ref. 24, for an interpretation of the present 
author, see the Appendix of Ref.21. This case is irrelevant from the point of view of the present 
paper. 
(b) Double layer charging and of adsorption are coupled processes (hence are not independent of 
each other). The simplest case is when the adsorbate species is the same as the one forming the 
double layer – as it is the case with binary electrolytes. The same ion takes part in the charging of 
the electrostatic double layer and in the adsorption process. In what follows, the examples refer to 
such a situation.  
It is worth to start with the well-known system of polycrystalline platinum in aqueous sulphuric 
acid solution. It is known from radiotracer studies [25,26] that in the double layer region (between 
approximately 0.4 and 0.8 V vs RHE) the surface is covered with adsorbed sulfate ions (to be 
precise, by bisulphate ions). The impedance in this region is not ideally capacitive, some frequency 
dispersion can be observed [3]. The frequency dispersion practically diappears for well-defined 
single crystalline surfaces, like for Pt(111), see Fig.2. of Ref. [27] and for Pt(100), Fig.3 of Ref. [28]. 
The high value of the interfacial capacitance – 60-80 μF/cm2 rather than the 15-25 μF/cm2 
prevailing for the electrostatic double layer – points to a thin double layer, i.e. sulphate on 
platinum is in an adsorbed state. The little if any frequency dispersion implies that movement of 
adsorbate across the double layer is fast. 









Fig.1. (a) CV of 50 mV/s of Ir(100) in 0.1M HCl (solid line) and the metal’s charge as function of 
the potential (dashed line). (b) The equivalent circuit of the electrode. Rs is due to the electrolyte 
bulk, whereas the other elements represent properties of the interface. The W element is an 
empirical “pseudo-Warburg” element. (c) Capacitance spectra at potentials as indicated. Points 
at frequencies 1kHz, 100Hz, 10Hz and 1 Hz are marked by solid symbols; the frequency of the 
topmost spectrum points are labelled. Solid lines: fitted spectra; the equivalent circuit is shown in 
(b). The spectra are shifted along the abscissa due to visibility reasons. 
 
 
In contrast, in hydrochloric acid the interfacial capacitance exhibits a remarkable frequency 
dispersion in the double layer region of various single crystalline platinum group metal electrodes 
[29]. Two of these systems, Ir(100) and Pt(100) in HCl deserve a closer look [28,30].  
The cyclic voltammogram (CV) of Ir(100) in 0.1M HCl is shown in Fig. 1a. There is an approximately 
0.4V broad featureless potential region, which might be called as double layer region. Since the 
potential of zero total charge, pztc, is just in the peak at -0.1 V; in the double layer region the 
electrode surface is covered by the anions, i.e. by chloride ions. The impedance spectra there can 
be well fitted with the impedance spectra of an empirical equivalent circuit of Fig.1b; the 
capacitance spectra (both the measured and fitted) are shown in Fig.1c. The fits are quite good; the 
high frequency limit of the capacitance is about 20 μF/cm2, ie. the same as that of the electrostatic 
double layers. In contrast, the low frequency limit is about 50-60 μF/cm2 implying a two-three 
times thinner double layer. This is in accord with a view that following a very fast positive potential 
change, the chloride ions can enter the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) from the bulk of the solution; 
whereas in a much longer time they can approach also the surface taking an adsorbed position in 
the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP). Note that the ion which gets adsorbed, first has to cross the OHP, 
so adsorption and double layer charging are sequential rather than parallel processes. The kinetics 
of the anion moving between the OHP and the IHP is expressed by the R and W (Warburg) terms of 
the equivalent circuit. We have no theory for the appearance of W – we regard it as an empirical 
element of the model. Nevertheless, even if a model is lacking, we still may claim that the ωmax 
frequency (or its reciprocal, a time constant) of the topmost point of the arc characterizes the rate 
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of the process; and the shape of the arc gives a clue whether the time constant distribution of the 
adsorption is narrow or broad. As it is seen on the arcs of Fig. 1c, the arcs are semicircle-like at 
+0.1V and depressed semicircle at +0.3V, respectively – according to that the W term of the RW 
branch plays a more important role at more positive potential. The topmost frequency is also 
smaller for more positive potentials, i.e. more time is needed then for the adsorption-desorption 
processes. These properties of the RW branch can be tentatively connected to the “crowded” 
nature of the chloride adlayer. In general, adsorption onto a zero-coverage, homogeneous surface 
is a single-time-constant process. In contrast, when coverage is close to unity, adsorption requires 
a concerted movement of many adsorbate species: The sequence of the steps are first the 
formation of an empty place, then the adsorption step, finally the rearrangement of the adlayer. 
Such a collective movement requires more time; the many individual processes imply a certain 
time constant distribution. 
The CV of the other system to be discussed: Pt(100) in 1M HCl solution is shown in Fig.2a, the 
capacitance spectrum at the positive potential end of the CV is displayed in Fig.2b. The capacitance 
spectra for HCl solutions on Ir(100) and Pt(100) are rather similar to each other. We note that 
similar spectra of arc shapes have been found by us using other Pt-group metal single crystals, also 
with Br- and I- containing electrolytes [29]. 
For comparison, Fig.2 consists also the CV and a capacitance spectrum of Pt(100) in 0.5M H2SO4, 
measured the just the same way as in the 1 M HCl solution. The voltammograms and the pztc 
values (as displayed in Fig.2a) just as the capacitance spectra are rather different. Since the H+ 
concentration of the two solutions is approximately the same, the difference – at least positive to 
the pztc – is evidently due to the different properties of the anion adlayer. The spectrum in H2SO4 
solution is practically a single point, at about 80 μF/cm2. We note that similar single-point like 
spectra have been found by us using other Pt-group metal single crystals, also with phosphate (at 
the given pH, H2PO4
- ) ion containing electrolytes [29]. 
This single-point behaviour can be interpreted in the following way: also for this system, the high 
frequency end of the capacitance arc is assumed to be at about 20 μF/cm2; this hypothetical arc is 
indicated by a dashed line in Fig.2b. The topmost frequency of this arc, ωmax is at very high 
frequencies, orders of magnitudes higher than the audio-frequency range of the capacitance 
(probably in the MHz range). In other words, adsorption-desorption of sulphate appears to be 
much (orders of magnitudes) faster than of chloride. This difference can be easily explained as 
follows: With impedance measurements we get information on the displacement of charges – 
without learning anything on their chemical nature. That is, in the case of (bi)sulphate adsorption-
desorption we cannot distinguish between bisulphate adsorption and H+ release from an adsorbed 
bisulphate ion. Both processes lead to one electron removal from the metal surface. However, 
adding one bisulphate ion to an already crowded adlayer requires much more time than removing 
one H+ ion from a bisuphate anion – this dissociation process does not require the rearrangement 
of the neighbourhood within the adlayer. Hence we conclude that the “single-point” capacitance 
spectrum is due to the dissociation of the adsorbed bisulphate ions which process appears as H+ 
desorption/adsorption. We note that the H+-releasing nature of the bisulhate/sulphate adlayer has 
already been demonstrated by combined voltammetric and radiotracer measurements [31] 








Fig.2 (a). CVs of 50 mV/s (solid lines) along with the metal’s charge vs potential curves (dashed 
lines) of Pt(100) in 0.5M H2SO4 (thick lines) and in 1M HCl (thin lines).  
(b) Capacitance spectra at +0.3V (points: measured spectra), solid line: fitted  spectrum (in HCl 
solution); dashed line: hypothetical high frequency spectrum in H2SO4 solution. 
 
4. Double layer capacitance in ionic liquids 
Ionic liquids (ILs) are salts whose melting point is below  100 oC; many of them are (more-or-less 
viscous) fluids at room temperature. Due to their properties like non-volatility, non-flammability 
and electric conductance these salts attracted much interest in various areas of chemistry [32]. For 
practical purposes they are regarded as promising electrolytes [33]. An important group of ILs 
comprises imidazolium cations [34].  
As ILs are concentrated electrolytes, the C(E) function of the metal | IL interfaces is relevant from 
theoretical point of view. In the related models the charge density is limited everywhere (in 
contrast to theories with of dilute electrolytes, “lattice saturation” prevents accumulation of much 
charge anywhere). Since the start of the ionic liquid electrochemistry studies one of the important 
issues was whether or not the measured C(E) curves can be interpreted in terms of Kornyshev’s IL 
double layer model [35,36], predicting “bell-shaped” or “camel-shaped” C(E) curves. Up till now 
this question is open; the measurements are still not good enough to support or disprove related 
statements. There are two reasons for this. One is a cleanliness problem: the ionic liquids are 
usually much less pure than the aqueous electrolytes; the second is related to modelling problem 
as will be explained in the following paragraphs.  
Various groups reported C(E) measurements (either performed at one frequency with scanned 
potential, or calculated from impedance spectra) made on poly- or single-crystalline gold 
[37,38,39,40,41] or other electrodes like polycrystalline Pt [42], on carbon [43,44], on Bi(111) 
[45,46,47,48,49,50]; in most studies the electrolytes were the commercially available  imidazolium-
based ILs. We have focused our attention to the behaviour of two single crystal faces of gold, 
Au(111) and Au(100), because we regarded gold to be just as inert as in aqueous solutions. In most 
cases we used 1-butyl-3-methyl-imidazolium (BMI) salts, with PF6 or bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) 
imide, Tf2N, anions. After a few years of laboratory work with these systems [51,52,53,54,55], we 
recognized that gold is far from being inert in BMIPF6 and other N-heterocycles-consisting ILs. Up 
till this recognition the low frequency impedance behaviour was attributed to the double layer 
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charging rather than to a dissolution + eventual re-deposition process. But in-situ scanning 
tunneling microscopy (STM) images, demonstrating the presence of etch-pits and corrugating step-
edges provided direct evidence for the latter case [56]. Thus, even on the noble metal of gold, we 
face the problem of separation of charging and charge transfer processes.  
 
 
Fig. 3. Schematic capacitance spectrum of the metal-ionic liquid interface and its general 
equivalent circuit. Rs is due to the electrolyte bulk, whereas the other elements represent 
properties of the interface. The W1 element is an empirical “pseudo-Warburg” element. In some 
cases this W element was replaced by a CPE. The Z2 impedance (if any) is a serial R–CPE–C circuit, 
or a subset of it (CPE, R–W–C etc.). 
 
 
Fig. 4. Capacitance spectra of various electrodes – unless otherwise noted – in BMIPF6. All spectra 
have been measured at, or the close vicinity of, –0.1 V. The characteristic frequency of the high 
frequency arcs is in the range of 100 Hz – 1 kHz. The spectra are shifted along the ordinate for 
visibility reasons. 
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A couple of typical measured capacitance spectra are shown in Fig.4; they can be well interpreted 
in terms of the  equivalent circuit of Fig.3. The corresponding theoretical spectra, as shown on the 
complex plane plot of Fig. 3 comprise a high frequency arc between Chf and Chf+C1 and a low 
frequency arc or tail. Accordingly, we have to analyze the measured spectra using the equivalent 
circuit of the inset, then draw conclusions regarding double layer charging from Chf, C1, R1 and W1 
elements only – all elements related to the lf tail can be disregarded.  
The hf arc was apparent in all but one systems studied by us. (The exception is our first IL 
measurement series [51], where cleanliness, reproducibility and  measurement precision was not 
sufficient to resolve the hf arc.) First, Chf appeared to be independent of the metal (cf. Fig.4); its 
potential dependence is little if any (the potential dependences of the spectra are well 
documented in Refs. 53,54,55,56). Chf was found to depend on the cation rather than the anion: 
the larger the cation the smaller Chf values were found. Second, for C1, the span of the lf arcs is in 
the range of 1–3 µF/cm2, we found neither trends of the values nor can we offer any explanation 
for the order of magnitude of these values. Third, the order of magnitude of the characteristic 
frequency of the hf arcs, ωmax, is in the range between 100 Hz and 1 kHz. This frequency increases 
with higher temperatures (see Fig.6a of Ref. 56). Whereas Chf and C1 do not depend on 
temperature, the temperature dependence of ωmax (the "Arrhenius plot" and the associated 
activation energy) is rather similar to that of the bulk conductivity of the ionic liquid (Ref. 56, Fig. 
6b). This is why we suspect that the rearrangements of the double layer and the ionic movements 
require similar activation processes. 
There exist reports on similar studies – for an overview on these see, e.g. Ref. 57. One group’s work 
deserves mentioning here: Roling and coworkers studied a number of similar electrochemical 
systems with Au(111) [38,39,40,41]. Though the representation of their impedance/capacitance 
spectra markedly differs from that of ours; – after all – their conclusions are similar to the above 
ones.  
The main, phenomenological outcome of these studies is that the double layer capacitance, Cdl of a 
metal |ionic liquid interface at a given potential is not a single, frequency independent value, but is 
a function of frequency, involving (at least) three parameters. The high and low frequency limiting 
values of Cdl(ω) (Chf and Chf + C1 in this model) can be interpreted as they refer to the “frozen” and 
“relaxed” states, respectively. The characteristic time (reciprocal of the angular frequency of the 
topmost point along the capacitance arc) represents the kinetics of the rearrangement of the 
double layer.  
 
5. Summary and conclusions: 
It is demonstrated for two cases of apparently ideal, ideally polarizable  electrochemical interfaces 
that the interfacial capacitance does depend on frequency. In other words, charging-discharging 
following potential changes is not instantaneous. A double layer with non-zero characteristic time 
cannot be interpreted in terms of electrostatics – as the name of electrostatics implies, in that 
discipline there is no time involved as a variable. Electrostatic charging/discharging is infinitely fast; 
hence, for the rationalization of the – not infinitely fast – charging/discharging we have to assume 
processes of physico-chemical origin.  
The existing double layer theories (Helmholtz, Gouy-Chapman-Stern, Bockris-Devanathan-Müller, 
etc) are all based on electrostatic interactions and hence time/frequency is not a variable therein 
(this applies also to newer MC, MD, DFT calculations). Double layer theories are wanted which 
include kinetic processes based on physico-chemical interactions.  
The frequency dependence of the double layer has a consequence on how we evaluate electrode 
kinetics data: These are calculated from transient or EIS measurements, the procedures require the 
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proper separation of the Faradaic and charging currents (provided that it is possible). Corrections 
of kinetics data by taking into account the double layer charging are typically approximations using 
Cdl or CPE, which in turn affect the accuracy of data on electrode kinetics. 
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